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Insurance service providers serve a crucial role in the
mortgage process and are vital to our greater economy.
Choosing an industry partner who can meet all your
mortgage insurance needs can be a daunting process, but
this month’s guide highlights the different features of the
insurance-service providers doing business today.
Our top insurers represent the best in both
mortgage insurance and lender-placed
insurance providers. Turn the page to learn
first-hand what these companies have to
offer and how they can streamline the
insurance process for you—and make
the process easier for homebuyers.
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CORPORATE PROFILE

APIA is an investor friendly insurance company based
near San Antonio, Texas. Founded in 2001, APIA
began by offering coverage on vacant and distressed
properties only to financial institutions. After
several years and upon realizing that the coverage
is identical, service was expanded to include the
investment property market as well.
APIA’s mission is to build strong relationships with
clients by providing exceptional customer service,
competitive pricing, promptness in delivering important
documents as well as responding to questions and
concerns, and flexibility to meet the unique demands
of both investors and financial institutions.
KEY PERSONNEL

Gloria Kelley
Evelyn Jones
Tracie Bittle
CONTACT INFORMATION

Tracie Bittle
Phone: 877.752.2742
Web: tbittle@apiaprotects.com
PO Box 596
Castroville, TX 78009
Phone: 877.752.2742
Web: APIAProtects.com

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS

APIA specializes in assisting financial institutions
and agents in navigating the many insurance
options available.

APIA’s insurance program began 15 years ago with
lender placed insurance and coverage for financial
institutions’ REO portfolios. APIA policies are all
risk* and cover losses for secured REO properties
caused by vandalism, malicious mischief, and theft**
No matter the number or location of your properties, all
properties can be covered under one blanket policy.

“My company has been insured with APIA since 2007.
The insurance coverage they provide is phenomenal,
but what really makes the difference is the service.
Gloria and her team are truly wonderful. They treat me
like family and have been such a blessing providing
both the insurance coverage and great service I have
needed to grow my business with peace of mind.”

“Our agency has multiple clients placed through Asset
Protection Insurance Agency’s “Investment Insurance”
program. We could not be more pleased with the
design of the program or it’s administration by APIA.
Our clients are highly impressed with the coverages
provided, the ease of doing business and the
extremely prompt service that they receive on policy
changes, certificates of insurance, etc. I would not
hesitate to recommend APIA to any agency seeking a
viable home for their “house flipper” clients.”
—John Liberty, Cushman Insurance Agency
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Dedicated to Excellent Service
APIA has over 175 combined years’ experience
and focuses only on lender placed, REO, vacant
property and rental property coverages.
As a client of APIA, you will be treated as a
member of the family. Nothing will ever come as a
surprise, and consistently exceptional and honest
service can be expected from the APIA staff.
Knowledge is Power
Everyone needs insurance. Whether you are in need
of lender placed or REO insurance coverage, the
staff at APIA believes that it is imperative for you
to have thorough knowledge of your policy. The
personnel at APIA are sure to share their extensive
knowledge with clients to guarantee that their clients
are made aware of the coverage included in their
policy, but more importantly, the coverage that their
policy excludes.
ADDED VALUE TO CLIENTS

APIA strives to see things from its clients’
perspectives and get a clear understanding
of exactly what is needed to ensure absolute
satisfaction.
* Subject to certain exclusions. ** Property must be secured and inspected monthly.

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

—Ted Snyder
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COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

“I have been using Asset Protection Insurance
for five years now, and can confidently report
that it became my favorite company to use. The
product selection and coverages are very straight
forward. The quoting process is to the point—no
unnecessary or useless questions, no 10 pages
applications to fill out to get another 10 pages
supplemental application. Application process
takes less then 10 minutes. And, best of all, I get
the response with the final quote within couple
days, or even sooner. It takes one email with the
signed application to bind the policy, and that’s
it! The change making/updating process is very
convenient also; can’t do any better than once a
month reporting. But best of all is the customer
service and support–no matter what kind of
question you have, it will be answered promptly
and thoroughly. So, overall, I can’t voice enough
how happy I am with my experience!
—Natasha, Agent, Midwest Insurance
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Arch MI is the mortgage insurance partner that
combines operational strength, financial strength,
and a commitment to providing innovative, easyto-use solutions for loan originators seeking to
expand their origination opportunities.
COMPANY HISTORY

Launched in 2014, Arch MI has quickly emerged
as a leading mortgage insurance provider. Wellcapitalized and owned by parent Arch Capital
Group Ltd., Arch MI insurers have earned credit
ratings among the highest in the industry from
both Standard & Poor’s and Moody’s.
BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS

KEY PERSONNEL

David Gansberg
President and CEO

Richard Izen

EVP, Sales and Marketing

Chris Hovey
EVP, COO

Cheryl Feltgen

EVP, Chief Risk Officer

Tom Jeter
EVP, CFO
STAFF

Arch MI has 335 employees,
the majority located at the main
corporate headquarters in
Walnut Creek and including a
nationwide network of homebased sales and underwriting
professionals.
CONTACT INFORMATION

Arch MI Corporate
Headquarters
3003 Oak Road
Walnut Creek, CA 94597
Phone: 800.909.4264
Web: ArchMI.com

Arch MI specializes in providing innovative solutions that expand origination opportunities while
enhancing efficiencies and ease of use. Arch MI
RateStarSM is our dynamic risk-based pricing that
matches MI rates more precisely to individual loan
risk. Arch Mortgage Guaranty Company (AMGC)
supports portfolio lending for eligible mortgage
loans that “fall outside the box”—including nonqualified mortgage (QM) loans, jumbos, and loans
intended for private securitization.
GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE AND COVERAGE AREA

Arch MI is an approved mortgage guaranty insurer
for both Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, licensed to
write insurance in all 50 states and the District of
Columbia.
KEY FEATURES

• Leadership in industry innovation, demonstrated
by Arch MI’s RateStar dynamic pricing solution and AMGC for loans intended for private
securitization
• Operational strength, supported by seasoned
professionals and best-in-class technology
• Financial strength, exemplified by the company’s compliance with PMIERs
• Institutional expertise, provided by experienced
risk managers
• Customer service excellence, delivered by
trained sales and underwriting teams

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Arch MI’s ability to provide innovative but practical solutions that directly benefit customers is the
company’s acknowledged competitive advantage.
Most recently, Arch MI RateStar has generated
widespread interest and enthusiasm as loan originators recognize the value that this dynamic approach to MI pricing can bring to their businesses.
ADDED VALUE TO BUSINESS PARTNERS

Arch MI strives to create the single best customer
service experience in the industry—in its personal
interactions, in the customer-focused solutions the
company provides, in the customer-facing systems
that support the company’s business. Arch MI can
make this commitment because only Arch has the
necessary financial and operational strength and
drive to introduce genuine innovation to the MI industry—and directly benefit customers as a result.
KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS

• Listening to customers describe their challenges
• Identifying their actual business needs within
those challenges
• Leveraging the company’s resources, talent,
and operational support to successfully develop
and execute innovative MI-based solutions that
address those needs and exceed expectations
STRATEGIES AND GOALS FOR
THE COMING YEAR

In 2016, Arch MI will continue to help loan originators differentiate their businesses in order to
compete effectively in a challenging market. The
company’s focus is on developing and delivering compelling new solutions to loan originators
through both MI platforms, Arch MI and AMGC,
which will increase the number of mortgage options for borrowers and consequently origination
opportunities for lenders. Within the traditional/
QM space, the company will work to make the
Arch brand synonymous with innovation, through
solutions like RateStar and flexible guidelines programs that facilitate homeownership for first-time
homebuyers. Through AMGC, Arch will support
lenders to expand their portfolio lending efforts
and explore alternative loan products.
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Essent is an established and growing mortgage insurer and a vital partner to lenders, offering private
mortgage insurance (MI) to assist homebuyers in
meeting the minimum down payment required to
obtain a home loan.
Essent provides lenders with simple solutions to
close more loans. The company takes a holistic
approach, focusing on ease of use, fast underwriting turn times, customer training, competitive pricing and products, rigorous risk analysis and fair
and transparent claims-paying practices. Lenders
are also attracted to the company’s strong capital
and clean balance sheet.
KEY PERSONNEL

Mark A. Casale

Chairman, President & CEO

Jeff Cashmer
SVP & CBO

Bill Kaiser
SVP & COO

Ted Gray

COMPANY HISTORY

Essent was founded in 2008 with the mission to
bring a mortgage insurer with strong capital, a
clean balance sheet, exceptional customer service
and a robust claims-paying ability to the mortgage
industry. Essent wrote its first policy in 2010. In
2013, Essent’s parent company, Essent Group Ltd.
(ESNT), successfully completed its initial public
offering (IPO).
Today, Essent is a leader in the MI industry and the
MI of choice for many lenders, loan officers, and
underwriters.

SVP & CIO

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
CONTACT INFORMATION

Two Radnor Corporate Center
100 Matsonford Road
Radnor, PA 19087
Phone: 844.415.8212
Email: essentdirect@essent.us
Web: Essent.us

With strong capital levels and exceptional portfolio quality, Essent is well-positioned to serve
the growing demand for private MI under the
new Private Mortgage Insurance Eligibility
Requirements (PMIERS).
BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS

Essent offers competitive pricing and a wide range
of sustainable loan programs such as:
• Borrower-paid MI (BPMI) and lender-paid MI
(LPMI)
• Agency and nonagency jumbo loans
• Affordable housing/HFA programs
• Depository products, including: doctor/professional loans and the EssentPATH pledged asset
program
GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE AND COVERAGE AREA

Essent is approved by Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac, and is licensed in all 50 states and the
District of Columbia.
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KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS

Strong Foundation (data as of 9/30/15)
• 1,200+ master policy relationships
• $62.1 billion insurance-in-force
• $1 billion ESNT consolidated GAAP equity
Straightforward Coverage
• Master policy with rescission relief in as soon as
12 months
• Enhanced Clarity of Coverage® promise to reduce exposure to claims being unfairly denied
• Clarity of Servicing pledge to claims servicing
that is clear, objective, and reliable
Best-in-Class Customer Service
• Underwriting decisions in eight hours or less
• Timely feedback on credit performance
• Seamless integration with established industry
LOS platforms
Simplified Online Access
• Instant rate quotes with eligibility
• Streamlined MI ordering
• FHA comparison tools
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

A strong capital position and investment-grade
ratings underscore the depth of Essent’s financial
strength and claims-paying resources. Focused
on managing risk and dedicated to serving as a
strong counterparty, Essent is a partner that lenders can rely on now and for years to come.
ADDED VALUE TO BUSINESS PARTNERS

Essent focuses on providing solutions. The company’s collaborative approach and commitment
to building long-term relationships with lending
partners resonates with customers seeking mortgage insurance. Essent also strives to continually
provide value for clients through programs such as
Clear2Close®, which fast tracks qualified loans for
approval, and Essentials Training, which provides
industry-recognized education for mortgage
industry professionals.
AWARDS & ACCOLADES

Essent’s founder and CEO, Mark A. Casale, was
awarded the 2014 EY Entrepreneur of the YearTM
National Award in Financial Services by Ernst &
Young in recognition of his entrepreneurial spirit
and leadership.
In 2016, Casale was also named the St. Joseph’s
University, Haub School of Business, Hall of Fame
Award winner.
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Genworth Mortgage Insurance, a division of
Genworth Financial, Inc. (NYSE: GNW), is headquartered in Raleigh, North Carolina, and operates in all 50 states and the District of Columbia.
Genworth MI works with lenders and other
partners to help people responsibly achieve and
maintain the dream of homeownership by ensuring
the broad availability of affordable low down payment mortgage loans.
COMPANY HISTORY

Genworth has been providing mortgage insurance
products and services in the U.S. since 1981.

KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS

Genworth has developed an identity in the industry
for its service levels in underwriting and its innovations in technology, giving customers access to
the fastest, easiest and most accurate ways to
order mortgage insurance. Along with its seamless rate quote and delegated ordering interfaces,
Genworth has full, non-delegated integrations
solutions with some of the largest LOS providers
in the industry, including Ellie Mae (Encompass),
Black Knight (Empower), and Mortgage Builder.
These interfaces allow customers to deliver full
loan packages (initial and trailing documentation)
to Genworth, as well as receive their MI commitment, without navigating away from their LOS.

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS
KEY PERSONNEL

Rohit Gupta

President and CEO

Dean Mitchell
CFO

Mike Derstine
Chief Risk Officer

Matt Young
SVP, Sales

John Clifford

SVP, Commercial Operations
STAFF

Employees: 500
CONTACT INFORMATION

8325 Six Forks Road
Raleigh, NC 27615
Phone: 800.444.5664
Web: MI.Genworth.com

Genworth offers a full complement of mortgage insurance products and services for lenders to help
families achieve the dream of homeownership:
• Competitive rates and guidelines
• Technology that saves time in the origination
process
• Fast turn times–nearly 100 percent of loans are
turned in eight hours or less
• Expert guidance from Genworth’s
ActionCenter®, regional underwriters and appraisers
• Seasoned, knowledgeable sales, underwriting,
and customer training teams
• Innovative products like Homebuyer Privileges®
and Homeowner Assistance programs
• New self-paced online Homebuyer Education
Course
COUNTERPARTY STRENGTH

Genworth’s comprehensive capital plan reflects its
increasing financial flexibility, appropriate reserves,
and a growing high quality book of new business:
• Strategic business within diversified financial
services company
• Significant component of largest global private
mortgage insurance enterprise
• Strong claims paying ability with statutory
combined assets of $3.2 billion as of Q3’15 and
$1.9 billion total statutory combined capital as
of Q3‘15
• GMICO, Genworth’s flagship insurer’s risk-tocapital ratio in Q3’15 is 14.3:1, and the combined is 14.3:1
• $1.6 billion book value
• $950 million reserved for current delinquencies
• $7.8 billion claims paid to date since 2008

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

One way Genworth is differentiated is through
its continued focus on enhanced underwriting
capabilities and customer service. With the
complexity of today’s loan origination and
servicing environment, Genworth aims to simplify
processes for customers so they can grow their
business. Genworth is faster, easier to do business
with, and more dedicated than ever to helping
lenders get more borrowers approved.
ADDED VALUE TO CLIENTS

As an MI partner, Genworth remains committed
to giving customers a great experience in every
interaction and providing valuable assistance
at every turn. Genworth’s competitive pricing
and guidelines, fast underwriting decisions, live
ActionCenter® customer service, regional sales
and underwriting expertise, hands-on training,
expansive value proposition, and business-critical
market insights help its customers serve more
homebuyers.
KEYS TO SUCCESS

Genworth’s team likes to focus on the bigger
purpose of why mortgage professionals are in this
industry in the first place. It’s about getting people
in homes and keeping them there. Together with
lenders and homebuyers, we all play a role in
making homeownership more attainable.
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Loan Protector Insurance Services is a provider
of lender-placed and REO insurance and full
outsourced insurance tracking services to banks
and mortgage companies across North America.
The company’s suite of software products, which
seamlessly interface with all major mortgage
servicing systems, streamline the tracking of
borrower-provided insurance and the placement
of lender-placed insurance while keeping its
clients compliant in an ever-changing regulatory
environment.
COMPANY HISTORY

KEY PERSONNEL

Dennis Swit
CEO

Serf Hernandez
COO

Ken Evans

Chief Risk Officer

Mike Dimas
SVP Sales

Joy Leonelli

VP Quality Control & Audit
STAFF

Employees: 200+
CONTACT INFORMATION

6000 Cochran Road
Cleveland, OH 44139
Phone: 877.369.5121
Email: info@loanprotector.com
Web: LoanProtector.com

Since 1978, Loan Protector has been an industry
leader in providing lender-placed insurance and
insurance tracking services to the residential and
commercial mortgage servicing industries. In
October 2008, Loan Protector was acquired by Willis
Group Holdings PLC (NYSE: WSH) and became a
key addition to the Willis financial institution practice.
In January 2016, Willis merged with Towers Watson
forming Willis Towers Watson (NASDAQ: WLTW),
a $9 billion, 40,000-employee organization with
offices in 120 countries around the globe.
REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

While there are many important components of
the services provided by Loan Protector, none
are more critical than the regulatory oversight and
risk-management support it provides clients. Thirdparty vendor oversight has become a top priority for
banks and mortgage companies, and Loan Protector
simplifies vendor oversight by providing each client with
access to its Compliance Management System (CMS).
Loan Protector’s CMS provides the framework for
regulatory monitoring and is fully incorporated into
its Vendor Governance Playbook, which includes
copies of its SOC II, Business Continuity Plan,
Disaster Recovery Plan, program business rules,
and departmental procedures, along with other
required regulatory materials. Loan Protector’s
CMS is overseen by a team of compliance and
risk-management professionals whose No. 1 goal
is protecting clients from financial, reputational,
and regulatory risk associated with lender-placed
insurance and insurance tracking.
BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS

•
•
•
•
•

Lender-placed and REO insurance
Collateral-protection insurance
Blanket condo and second mortgage insurance
Mortgage-impairment insurance
Residential and commercial insurance tracking
services
• Escrow processing with check printing
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•
•
•
•

Full service call center
Loss draft processing
Quality control and audit
Compliance and risk-management support

KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS

Owning and having developed its suite of insurance
placement and tracking software in-house allows
Loan Protector to customize solutions for each
client. Its ability to fully leverage technology,
including EDI relationships with over 900
homeowner insurance carriers, sets Loan Protector
apart from its peers. In addition to full outsourced
insurance tracking, partial outsourcing programs are
available for clients that want to maintain control of
any portion of the insurance tracking process.
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

• Loan Protector places risk management and
compliance first.
• Loan Protector’s technology allows them to create true custom programs for their clients.
• Leveraging technology allows Loan Protector to
gain efficiencies, not bodies.
• Loan Protector is an analytical and data-driven
organization that uses critical data points to
make key decisions and provide important feedback to its clients.
• EDI relationships with over 900 homeowner
insurance carriers make Loan Protector a leader
in this area.
• Loan Protector is a key division of a $9 billion
global insurance brokerage firm that is committed to growing in the mortgage servicing and
lender-placed insurance marketplace.
ADDED VALUE TO CLIENTS

Loan Protector is a key component of the Financial
Institutions Practice at Willis Towers Watson.
Providing its clients with access to thousands of
financial institution insurance professionals around
the world, Loan Protector helps to create a global
risk-management partnership that no other lenderplaced insurance or insurance-tracking provider can
duplicate.
KEYS TO SUCCESS

• Continue to put risk management and compliance first.
• Continue to attract and hire experienced
mortgage-servicing professionals.
• Understand that borrower satisfaction is critical
to success.
• Leverage technology and data to improve products and services.
• Prioritize client satisfaction and retention.
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In 1957, MGIC founded the modern private mortgage insurance industry to help families achieve
homeownership sooner by making affordable, lowdown-payment mortgages a reality. MGIC serves
lenders throughout the United States, Puerto Rico,
and other locations.
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

MGIC founded today’s private mortgage insurance
industry based on a single idea: a faster, simpler,
better way to turn people into homeowners while
protecting lenders and investors. Fifty-nine years
later, MGIC’s pioneer spirit continues to drive the
company to find new, better ways to make mortgage lending easier.
KEY PERSONNEL

Pat Sinks

President & CEO

Jay Hughes

SVP-Sales & Business
Development

Sal Miosi

SVP-Business Strategy &
Operations

Margaret Crowley

VP-Marketing & Customer
Experience
CONTACT INFORMATION

Web:

MGIC.com
MGICConnects.com

Its strength comes from its history, leadership, and
commitment to providing quality products and a
superior customer experience.
ADDED VALUE TO BUSINESS PARTNERS

MGIC’s ability to continue to blend fresh ideas with
its invaluable, expansive experience keeps the company and you, the customer, moving forward. MGIC
offers relevant, innovative programs, including:
MGIC Go!
The company’s streamlined MI program is the
fastest, simplest way to get MI with DU® or LP®,
allowing:
• 100 percent gift funds used toward the down
payment
• Credit scores as low as 620
• 97 percent LTV loans
For DU Approve/Eligible and LP Accept/Eligible
loans and Approve or Accept loans that receive an
Ineligible AUS response due to LTV or loan type,
just follow Findings/Feedback for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Documentation
Tradelines, credit history
Borrower contribution, including gift funds
Reserves
Other criteria
Fair, Transparent Rates

MGIC’s rates are published, accessible, and easy
to explain to borrowers and regulators. What you
see is what you get. MGIC doesn’t differentiate
rates based on:
• Whether borrowers have one income or two
• Whether they’re self-employed
• Whether they’re purchasing a condo

• Whether they have a certain DTI, or live in a
certain ZIP Code, city, or state
Evaluating the Self-Employed Borrower
Program/Cash Flow Worksheet
Each year, MGIC trains thousands of mortgage
professionals on the finer points of analyzing selfemployed borrower cash flow and other sources of
income. The company’s robust cash flow worksheets have become industry standards.
PinPoint Direct Marketing
PinPoint offers a whole new way to retain customers, find new ones, and build referral relationships.
Unlike similar programs, PinPoint zeroes in on the
target, identifying people who are in the market
for a mortgage at the moment or who will be in the
near future. With PinPoint, you can focus your efforts on relevant leads and avoid wasting marketing dollars on people who don’t need a mortgage.
Real Estate Agent Referral Resources
MGIC is dedicated to helping you originate more
loans. If your business plan includes reaching out to
agents, MGIC can help with the industry’s best tools:
• Putting the Pieces Together: PTPT is a five-part
educational series you deliver to real estate
agents through brief meetings to walk them
through all aspects of the mortgage industry.
• Co-branded materials: Add your logo and contact info to professionally designed flyers and
infographics that will keep you top-of-mind with
your real estate referral partners.
• Homebuyer Education Kit: This all-inclusive
package gives you everything you need to work
with agents and expand your first-time homebuyer business.
Social Media Strategies
MGIC can help you optimize your social media efforts with training help, including:
• LinkedIn must haves for every successful loan
officer
• Twitter strategies to grow your business
• How to develop a social media business plan
MGIC Mortgage Speakers Bureau
MGIC mortgage industry expert speakers regularly
provide customer audiences with insights and tips
on a variety of industry topics, including sales,
marketing and social media strategies, legislative
updates, risk, mortgage industry trends, firsttime homebuyers and millennial demographics,
economic overviews, claims, and loss mitigation.
There are no fees for this service.
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Headquartered in Philadelphia, Radian connects
lenders, homebuyers, investors, and loan servicers
using a suite of private mortgage insurance and
related risk management products and services.
Radian helps promote and preserve the tradition of
homeownership while protecting lenders from default-related losses on residential first mortgages.
The company also facilitates the sale of low-downpayment mortgages in the secondary market. The
company’s commitment to homeownership is built
on a foundation of evaluating credit risk; Radian
helps clients and investors expertly and prudently
manage risk in any market condition. Its parent
company, Radian Group Inc., is traded on the New
York Stock Exchange under the symbol RDN.
KEY PERSONNEL

S.A. Ibrahim
CEO

Teresa Bryce Bazemore
President

J. Franklin Hall
EVP & CFO

Derek Brummer

EVP & Chief Risk Officer

Brien McMahon

EVP & Chief Franchise Officer
STAFF

Employees: 800
CONTACT INFORMATION

1601 Market St.
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Phone: 877.RADIAN.1
Email: tony.bruschi@radian.biz
Web: Radian.biz/MReport

Radian is in compliance with all state insurance
regulations and statutory capital requirements.
The company is in good standing in all states, in
particular, its state of domicile, Pennsylvania. Radian
routinely monitors changes to regulations in the
insurance, mortgage, real estate, and lending industries that its business could be impacted by.
BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS

KEYS TO SUCCESS

Radian began securing the foundation of American
homeownership almost 40 years ago.
The company’s roots formed in 1977 with the
founding of its predecessor company, CMAC. In
1992, CMAC went public and then merged with
Amerin in 1999 to form Radian. Since that time, the
company’s continued to increase its breadth and
depth of services and customer base, providing
mortgage lenders with the products, programs,
and tools they need to achieve their lending goals.
REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

The company’s diverse line of MI products
includes options for lender or borrower-paid
premiums, which can be financed as part of the
mortgage, paid monthly or as a one-time upfront
single premium. This flexibility enables you to
find the perfect MI solution for each borrower. With transparent pricing, expansive guidelines, industry-leading training, and its exclusive
MortgageAssureTM, job loss protection offered on
97 percent LTV loan—it’s clear the company is
committed to helping its clients’ businesses thrive.
Entire US, as well as an office in Hong Kong.
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

The Radian team is dedicated fans of homeownership, and they’re proud to provide the products,
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ADDED VALUE TO CLIENTS

Radian has partnered with NAHREP, NAREB, and
AREAA to help educate the Hispanic, AfricanAmerican, and Asian-American real estate
communities respectively, on opportunities for
homeownership, helping to dispel the 20 percent
downpayment myth and connecting these community groups with its banking partners that offer specialized programs. Radian also continues to provide
general training designed for lending partners in the
areas of underwriting and processing, risk management, and sales/originations. In addition, its parent
company, Radian Group, recently acquired Clayton
Holdings LLC, which provides mortgage origination
and servicing products and services. While Clayton
primarily focused on large institutions and has done
work for the FDIC and other regulatory bodies,
Radian is bringing Clayton products and services to
the regional and community bank segment to offer
additional value to our banking partners and provide
them with compliance, underwriting, surveillance,
and production solutions.

COMPANY HISTORY

GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE AND COVERAGE AREA
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services, and creative thinking that help so many
people make the dream of owning a home come
true. It’s even in their tagline to remind customers,
employees, and shareholders, what their mission
is—to ensure the American Dream. They accomplish this through the array of products and programs they offer. For example, at the company’s
own expense, it recently began offering unemployment insurance as an enhancement to its MI
coverage on 97 percent LTV loans. This enhancement for first time homebuyers is designed to
protect lenders and their borrowers in the event of
an involuntary job loss, covering up to six monthly
mortgage payments.

For nearly 40 years, Radian has been delivering MI
solutions its clients can depend on to better attract
and serve potential homebuyers—from creative
products such as MortgageAssure to helping
build stronger relationships with diverse market
segments. Through connectivity enhancements,
Radian continues to make it easier for its customers to do business, streamlining the MI process.
Through its sister companies, Radian offers staffing, compliance, and valuation resources that
meet a whole new aspect of its customers’ needs
while helping them save time and money.
And as the only MI partner with products and services that span the mortgage spectrum, Radian is
here to prove it is indispensable when it comes to
helping customers achieve their business goals.
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SWBC has provided insurance and financial services nationwide since 1976. The company works with
financial institutions of all sizes, from credit unions to
the largest loan servicers, to deliver a comprehensive solution that meets all lender placed business
needs. With over 3,000 employees in offices across
the country, SWBC is positioned to remain strong
well into the future; it’s a company financial institutions can depend on for the long haul.
COMPANY HISTORY

KEY PERSONNEL

Craig Carson

CEO, Mortgage and Bank

John Blair
SVP, Sales

Kathy Iseley
SVP, Sales

DeeAnn Carr

SVP, National Client
Relationship Executive
CONTACT INFORMATION

9311 San Pedro Ave.
Suite 600
San Antonio, TX 78216
Phone: 866.925.4595
Web: SWBC.com

SWBC has provided insurance and financial services nationwide for nearly four decades. Ranked
as one of the largest financial services companies
in the nation, it has earned an outstanding reputation for managing risk on behalf of a number of the
largest financial institutions in the country, as well
as credit unions and mid- to large-sized business
and organizations. SWBC is especially adept at
working with companies of all sizes to deliver comprehensive solutions that meet all lender placed
business needs. SWBC believes in tailoring its
products to its customers instead of having a “one
size fits all” approach to what it offers. With offices
across the country, the company employs more
than 3,000 people nationwide. And, throughout the
company’s history, there has always been a focus
on providing outstanding customer service and
running the business with integrity.
BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS

Lender placed insurance has been SWBC’s core
business for almost 30 years. The company provides risk management solutions that protect customers’ collateral interests to ensure they have the
right choice when it comes to tracking and placing
coverage, recovering assets, and limiting their
risk. Specific products include auto and mortgage
lender placed services and tracking; homeowners insurance; protection for fire, flood and wind;
GAP; and REOs. SWBC can also develop special
programs for clients’ needs.
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

The SWBC Difference
SWBC is one the country’s largest privately held
managing general agencies. That means it is not burdened by a parent company more concerned about
next quarter’s revenue than keeping its customers
satisfied. With the flexibility and efficiency that comes
from being a privately owned company with fewer layers of bureaucracy, SWBC can be extra nimble and
responsive to develop out-of-the-box solutions.
Additionally, SWBC works with multiple carriers
to help match the right policy to every financial

institution’s particular needs. Its exceptional
relationships with the leading auto and mortgage
insurers and reinsurers–all rated by A.M. Best as
an A or better–ensure that customers receive the
best coverage at competitive prices.
Culture of Quality
SWBC is a recognized industry leader providing
complete lender placed hazard insurance outsourcing services, and is committed to delivering
a fully compliant LPI program emphasizing service
excellence through technology and industry best
practices. In fact, SWBC created the industry’s
first service-level benchmarks.
A significant part of SWBC’s approach to quality
is its state-of-the-art insurance tracking, which
can handle typical quantities, as well as increased
volumes whenever needed. SWBC’s proprietary
intelligent tracking platform supports tracking
services for its lender placed insurance business
and has a significant positive impact for its lender
placed insurance customers.
SWBC has a constant focus on making significant
investments to continue keeping its advanced
technology at the forefront of the industry. And
that isn’t a priority just for technology. SWBC has
the scale and infrastructure to meet growth and
evolving business requirements. SWBC has always
been prepared to add staff, service centers, and
other resources to make sure its customers’ needs
are met–and exceeded.
Also at the core of quality is the company’s approach to compliance, which is a critical part of its
business model. That importance is underscored
by its understanding of its customers’ businesses
and their need to be compliant with all the regulatory agencies that oversee lender placed insurance—from state departments of insurance to the
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. SWBC
has a dedicated compliance and legal team, and
when new regulations are announced, it assigns a
project manager to detail and oversee the requirements to ensure SWBC implements them promptly
and precisely.
Recognized in the Industry
SWBC is proud to be ranked one of the largest
financial services companies in the nation, and it
makes quality one of its top priorities. That’s why,
as a leading lender placed insurance provider for
more than 25 years, SWBC has been able to hire
and retain the industry’s best and brightest. In fact,
SWBC has been named one of the Best Companies
to Work for in Texas for five years in a row.
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Since 1963, United Guaranty has provided the
financial products and support that help lenders
manage uncertainty and risk through all market
environments. Today, the company’s financial
soundness, capital strength, and liquidity continue
to set United Guaranty apart as a solid and
disciplined business partner that delivers certainty
in a changing marketplace. With 52 years of
history in the business, United Guaranty combines
experienced risk management with world-class
customer service and innovation. The company
has revolutionized MI with Performance Premium®,
the industry’s first comprehensive risk-based
pricing, and today offers a variety of MI products
to mortgage lenders of all sizes.
KEY PERSONNEL

Donna DeMaio
President, CEO

Brian Gould
EVP, COO

Joseph Weider

EVP, Chief Information Officer,
Chief Business Officer

Charles “Chip” Compton
EVP, CFO

Thomas Parrent

EVP, Chief Risk Officer
STAFF

Employees: 1,100
CONTACT INFORMATION

United Guaranty Residential
Insurance Company
United Guaranty Mortgage
Indemnity Company
230 N. Elm St.
Greensboro, NC 27401
Phone: 877.642.4642
Web: ugcorp.com

BUSINESS PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Throughout its history, United Guaranty has
provided reliable insurance products and services
to the mortgage industry. Today, United Guaranty’s
respected business model puts private capital
to work under disciplined risk management to
promote sustainable home ownership across the
country, and backs investment-quality mortgage
securities for the secondary market.
Without MI, investors would be reluctant to
purchase high-LTV mortgages—significantly
reducing the liquidity available to fund those loans.
United Guaranty understands the risk mortgage
lenders and investors face, and because the
company puts its own capital to work and lowers
your credit risk, it is frequently in the forefront
of developing industry-wide underwriting and
product standards. This commitment of its own
resources means United Guaranty strives to
protect stakeholders throughout the mortgage
system. Its success depends on getting the
standards right while working with business
partners to provide the best in risk management
support.
Performance Premium
Introduced in 2009, United Guaranty’s
Performance Premium was the first MI pricing
plan to provide true, risk-based pricing based on a
comprehensive range of risk attributes. This plan

generates an MI premium that precisely reflects
the credit risk of each loan—a clear, competitive
advantage for lenders over static rate card pricing.
Unlike rate card pricing, Performance Premium
takes advantage of standard industry loan
information you’re already collecting to calculate
a more accurate price tailored to the risk of the
loan. Why limit your borrowers to one-size-fits-all
pricing?
Secure Quote
United Guaranty’s Secure Quote® provides
certainty that once you get your initial rate, you
can be certain it will not increase unless your loan
changes materially or moves from one common
industry FICO band to another (as with any private
mortgage insurer).
Underwriting
Trust your full-file loan submissions to United
Guaranty, and you can be sure the mortgage
insurer is making the right risk decision for you
and your borrower. The company’s highly trained
underwriting staff will evaluate the entire loan
file, weighing the individual risk characteristics
and compensating factors. You reduce the
chance of rescissions and buybacks due to an
MI underwriting error because they underwrite
the loan file. The expert underwriting staff also
offers expanded eligibility for loans that receive a
full-file underwrite at United Guaranty. All this—in
24 hours or less—from the most experienced MI
underwriting team in the industry.
KEYS TO SUCCESS

Partner with the mortgage insurance company
that puts you first. A focus on the customer drives
United Guaranty’s commitment to service. From
streamlined communications to ensuring the
right person answers your questions—the first
time, every time—the United Guaranty team is
dedicated to delivering superior customer service.
To learn more about Performance Premium, 24hour underwriting, or United Guaranty’s industryleading financial strength, contact your Account
Executive.

© 2016 United Guaranty Corporation. All rights reserved. United Guaranty is a marketing term for United Guaranty Residential
Insurance Company and United Guaranty Mortgage Indemnity Company. United Guaranty, Performance Premium, and United
Guaranty’s Secure Quote are registered marks. Coverage is available through admitted company only.
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